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THE HEEDS PROJECT AT
.CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

(lie acronym HELDS stands fOr Higher Education for Learning Disabl:

ed Students. It represents a model prog.am _funded for three years

(1980.1983) by the Fund for the Improvement Of PoSt Secondary Educa-

tion (FIPSE), a division of the Department Of Education: This project was

funded as a model for other collages and universities that are preparing

to provide equal academic access for the learning disabled students.
Project itELDShad three major focuSeS. The first was to provide such

access fOr the learning disabled 'student under Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. This we did for learning disabled students,

most of whom were admitted without Modified requirements to Central

Washington University. TheSe Students were not provided reni:tdial

classes They were enrolled in classes with other college students. The

help that we gave was habilitative, rather than remedial; teaching them

hoW to compensate for their weaknesses: _

The habilitative training began with identificationOf those who were

learning diSabled and included, but was not limited to such support Ser-

vices as taped textbooks (provided through the services of our Handicap

ped Student Services Coordinator); readers, writers for tests, extended

time for tests. pre-registration with advising to ensure a balanced

schedule, the teaching of study Skills and tutoring by tutors fi-orn the

campus-wide tutoring program who were especially trained to tutor

',earning diSabled students,
The second focus of the project was to give a core of twenty faculty

teaching classes in the basic and breadth areas a sensitivity to the

'characteristics of students who were learning disabled so that they could

Mbdify tf-eir teaching techniqueS to include the use of rribre than one

modality_ This ensured an academic environment conducive to learning

or the The faculty members participated. in monthly sessions which

featured experts 1n the field of learning diabilities, and in the area of the

law (Section 504) that deals with the handicapped stu,:ent and higher

education. There were several s-eSsirins in which -Central Washington

University graduates and currently enrolled LD Students shared their

viewOints and experiences with the faculty members. As a result of thiS

some faCulty members used the students as resource people in develop-

ing curricula fol their various disciplines published in this series:
The third fbeus of the project was to make the university community

c3V,,.irt, of the characteristicS of learning disabilities and of the program at

Central; It also sought to en-courage other colleges and universities to in-

itiate such programs.



WHAT IS LEARD:ING DISABLED STUDENT?

People with learning disabilities have handicaps that are invisible.

(heir disability is made up of multiple symptoms that have been with

them since childhood. Many bf then) have been described as "dyslexics,"

but it they are categorized as dyslexic; this will be only One pf their many
symOtOrnik, as a sor throat is only one of the many symptoms of a cold.

three concise de.cripticinS of the learning disabled children are pro-

vided in it allahan and Kauffman:

The National Advisory Committee on Handicapped Children
(1968) propoSecthe following definition, which was adopted by the

9 !St Congress:
Children with special disabilities exhibit a disorder in one or
more' of the basic psychological processes inVolved in

uncierStanding or in using spoken or written thinking'', talking,
re,iding, writing, spelling, or arithmetic. They include condi-
tions which have been referred to as perceptual handicaps,
brain injury. minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, develop-
mental aphasia, etc. They do not include learning problems
whi:h ale due primarily to visual; hearing, or motor handicaps,

to mental retardation: emotional disturbance, or to en-

vironmental disadvantage.
i-task Force II of a national project (Minimal Brain Dysfunction in

Children: Educational, Medical and Health Related Services, Phase

Two of. a Three-Phase Project. 1969) wrote the following two defini-

tions.;/)
Children with learning disabilitieS are those (1) who have
educationally significant discrepancies among their sensory-

:motor, perceptual, cognitive; academic, or related develop-
mental levels which interfere with the performance'of educa-
tional tasks; (2) who may or may not show demonstrable devia-
tion in central nervous system functioning; and (3) whose
diSabilities are not secondary to general mental retardation:
sensory deprivation or serious emotional disturbance.

Children with learning disabilities are those (1) who manifest

en educationally significant discrepancy between estimated
academic potential_ and actual level of academic potential and
actual level of academic functioning as related to dysfunction-
Mil in the learning process: (2) who may or may not show



demonsi.dbl deviation in entoil net voids system functionalg:

incit..31V11hose are not sec_oilddli' to general mental

retdicidtion. cultural, sensory and/or educational di pr ivatidn
produced serious emotional disturbance:'

Although the preceding definitions are concerned-with children, the

esident s Committee on Employment of the Fanclicapped, in their

noel-Jet edlning just Probleni Children Oultiroiv,

discusses LD adults who haVe the same symptoms they had as children:

1he Departinerit Of Education (Reference Hallahan 6Kauffrnan) says that .

iWO to three percent of the total public school population are identified as

learning disabled and that there are over fifteen million unidentified LD

adults in the united States: acknowledging, of course, that. people with

thiS problem are not restricted to the United States but are found all ever

the world.
We know that many learning disabled persons have averager'or above

average intelligence and we knov,/ that many of these_are gifted. In their

company are such fambOS gifted people as Nelson Rockefeller, Albert

Einstein, Leonardo da Vinci, Thomas Edison, Hans Christian Anderson,

Auguste Rodin: William Butler YeatS, and Gustave Flaubert.
The _causes of learning disabilities are not known, but in our project

edch of our identified learning disabled students shows either an unusual

pregnancy !trauma at birth, such as delayed delivery. prolonsjeci of dif-

ficult delivery) or prernatiire birth: They oftentimes have a genetic= family

history of Similar learning disability problems.
An exerpt horn_ my Criterion and Bchauioral Cltecklisi tor Adtrit.,> With

`pectlic- I earning Db;ahilitte.,, has been included as Appendix A.

'5' MCS
6 June 1982
L_Ilensburg, Washington

1,:i(1,1 11,111,111o/1 ,1,,1 Kdkif knoll (1,0, 41.0 Ltjaar,f!

Hall. 1(.1%t:11, pp 121 122



I. NTRODUCTION
been encouraged by the HELDS project to look eloSely atahy

Curse -- itsycholoay/Home Economics 235, Courtship and Marriage
Hid to tiv to See it More than ever before from the disabled learner's
point of view. The FIELDS experience has helped me to become More
ttwar of a type of student I had previously only rather vaguely wondered
about and tried, I think without much hope; to accommodate. I had heard
of d:slexid. puzzled over it: and wondeied whether dyslexic Students real-
\ had _t place in college.

irgely as a result of the HELDS program, I have much greater
fide rr that the development of learning disabled (LD) students really

anti :hat there really is something I can do to help. I am con-
rir;jt the progress of learningdisabled students is Very much

dependent upon good student:teacher relationShipS, more so than for
normal students, arid that anything I can do to let them know of my in-
trSt and understanding of their problem pays off greatly. I am con-
tinually iriv.tinti my students, learning disabled or not, to meet with me to
it fllf! knov.. WHO they are and what they need: Usually this means I have
to take the initiative and make appointments with them. Students are oc-
: asionally shy about such contacts but always seem relieved and grateful
when they begin to sense I am sincere:

;iirn often amazed at the degree of motivation most Of the, learning
disabled students show. and I cannot help respecting the perseverance
and sheer tenacity, in Many cases; that have brought them to the univer-
sits I like working with such students, and HELDS haS provided me With

deeper: more informed way Of looking at learning disabilities:
If I wre to ve-rbalize my present attitude toward learning disabled

statferits. it would be something like this If they Can't read it tape it If
they can't write it, allow :hem to talk or to use a secretary: Let them use
Whatever helps they neeLi. Offer them multiple-choice tests. Above all.
keep them exposed to positive classroom eXp-eriericest and make the
rno!--,t of thcit plentiful assets.

Vr; ith respect to course material and presentation, I liaYe, With FIELDS
en( ouragement. given myself permiSSion to become more and more in-

lesS and lettS the,dectrurer. Departures from the traditional lee-
! irte inOrit itti\:e been reh eshing for me and-beneficial, I belie.ye,tia the ma-

.r it ri ',re, lents in my course. In the f011owing pages, I have tried to spell
;ii: specitr, Inv not ibh of, and attempts at: aworkshop atmosphere,

stiessa,n iident teacher and St ucint-st udent interaction and reflecting
rte. readiness to make any alloWarioeS for student differences without
(Jou hticl c<iurse in-tecirit or giving an unfair edge to any student in the

I regard the present description of my course as tentative. I have
hosen to present it in outline form because I z.tan visualize it better that

o way es sorhething still in process: with its structure and content im-
medr,itely available for reconsideration and revision and the relationship
dfU011(.1 its parts clearly apparent.
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I he FliclIn tlclillle5 of the then, have been clesigneu wa learnearn

iny disabled Students very much in Mind, inspired by the HELDS project

and the confidence and encouragement of its director, Mrs. Myrtle Clyde

Snyder However, my principal colleagues in the quest for better teaching

ideas and techniques have been-the learning disabled students I have

become acquainted with. To a great extent, the course description and

outline presented here represent the results of our joint efforts thus far.

At leat five learning disabled students have become not only inflUeritial
but also friends. I remember them here with gratitude and affec-

tion:
Jack, a geologist currently employed by the f -.'cleral government, used

to amaze me with his almost perfect recall of everything he had heard in

clasS and his impressively detailed and organized oral reports.

Tim, a juggler-unicyclist-rnime-photographer-balloon sculptor-
magician, who taught most of Beck Hall flow to juggle and ride a high

unicycle. He was a dependable, compassionate; effective facilitator of

class discussions. He failed to achieve a sufficiently high grade point

average Co remain in school largely because he could not restrain hiS

urge to put on a show,- spending final-exam week inlgrease,pairit doing

mime at local restaurants.
Mike, one of most effective and diligent group leaders in my

psychology of adjustment course. At the age of 20; he discovered he had

been misspelling his name all his life Micheal" instead-of Michael

and decided he woulii keep it that way. He is doing well in school.

David, bronc-rider and artist and an excellent person to'have in a task

group becadSe he can reconcile diverse points of view and keep.discus

signs on target. He is very highly motivated and doing well in school.

Ken an ingratiating, very articulate dead honest special-education ma-

jor,.;bnd one of the hardest-working students I have ever met. His innate

understanding of people and hiS sense of humor made him ideally suited

for the role-playing activities described in my syllabus. He is doing very

well in school

,As further intrOduCtion to the following pages. I would like to say a few

thingS about myself and 'my course.
I am a counseling psychologist, of the Counseling Center

staff and giie§t instructor in the Psychology Department: _

PSy(nology 235. also listed as Home Economics 235, Courtship and

Marriage. is a soptionioryle(iel course accepted by ,Central Washington

(Inn.,,[ -Ht. as satisfying part of the geheral-ecitiCation requitr/lent in
slicial and behavioral sc:iences. It carries three credit hours, and class

rii(.!tqs for 50 minutes three times a week.
SI.!(:tions of Psychology _235 typically enroll between 60 and 90

students a :UdItcf-, freshmen and sdpllomuies arid mainly

\cut: et,
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C Paneldiscassions lour or five students occupying the in:
structorS usual place before the class; while the instructor sits
with the class interviewing the panel On such topics as:

I. A film that has just been viewed

2. What do you mean by "love?"
3. V4-at does a man (woman) expect from a woman (man) he

(she) goes out with?
4. What makes a man a "map?" A woman a woman?"

5. -My parentS are divorcing. Shall I drop out of school to
try to patch it up?"

D. Small groups the class; divided into _small groups (seven or

eight to a group); discuss a_ series of questions, usually.ones
that have been raised by the students themselves;_ on such
topics as dating and sexual behavior, (A copy of a typical ques-
tion sheet is -shown in AppendiX BE1) At the end of the period;
each group files a report with the instructor. This_report stirti-
marizeS the group's work and contains each member's assess,
mem of the groups character and accomplishment (A copy of
a typical report Sheet is shown in Appendix B-2.)

E. Interviewing guests invite-4lb class to share a particular point
of view or experience. Such guests usually include a happily-
married couple; a recently-divorced person, a middle-aged
single person; a minister, and a gay person,

F. Viewing and discussing films dealing with a variety of ap
propriate subject matter; such as:

I: Sex roles
2. Sexual response
3. Unmarried cohabitation
4: Haying, or not having, children

5. Divorce
(A typical liSt of films appears in the Bibliography.)

Ci Short weekly tests to monitor the assigned reading for the
week

I Items are usually true-false.
2. Oral adminiStration may be requested.

3. Correct answers are discussed after papers have been
handed in.

12



H. Full-period examinations
1. Mid-quarter examination

a. There are 70-80 multiple-choice items.
b. Dictionaries are permitted.
c. Oral administration may be requested:
d. Corrected examinations are inspected by

the students and discussed the next period.
2. Final examination

Same type and procedure as for the mid-quarter examina-
tion

I. Br,ef "practice examinations
.

1. Several items representative of those on the mid-quarter
and final examinations are _administered, scored, and
discussed a period or two before the actual exam.

2. Grades are not recorded:

ill; REQUIREMENTS, ASSIGNMENTS, AND
EXPECTATIONS (OUT OF CLASS)

Reading and studying the textbook is the principal out-of-class
assignment involving the learning of facts and information.

A. At the first class period; students are provided a dittoed sheet
on which the reading assignments for the entire quarter are
Scheduled by chapter and date: (This is part of the basic course
syllabus described in Appendix C.)

B. At the first class period, students are also given dittoed sheets con-
taining questions on each chapter of the assigned reading: These
questions; some 12-15 per chapter, are presented as a tide to
studying and reviewing the chapters. Students-are shown how to
use them and are urged to use them; but they are not required to
hand in answers: (A copy of the study-review questions for the first
seven chapters of the textbook is shown in Appendix D.)

1. The survey-question-readrecite-review-method of study
is explained and illustrated, using the questions.

2. Throughout the quarter; students are continually invited,
urged; prodded, challenged to ask their own questions
about the text material.

II. Students are required to participate with a partner of their own
choice: outside of class, in a series of simple exercises employing the

13 1,



best current knowledge about building, maintaining, and improving

cloSe personal relationships. This is the principal out-of-class
things-to-try-out" (or lab) assignment.

A. This part of the course.iS called -Improving a Relationship A

Home Workshop,'; or, more briefly, "Home 'Workshop:"

B. The objective of the workshop exercises is the achievement of

a keen personal awareness of the attitudeS and behaviors affec-

ting intimate relationships and the improvement of skillS in,

their practice.
C. The exercises are, for the most part, adapted from Lederer's

Marital Clioice. (1981) and include:

1. A partnership inventory
2. The cherishing days exercise

3. The art of asking questions
4. Body language exercises
5. The red and white bean exercise

6. Some good questions to ask and to answer before marry-
ing.

D. Instructions to the class:
1. Find a partner with whom you can do the exercises

ideally; someone with whoMyou would like a better rela-

tionship, but at least, someone who will not mind work-
ing with you and will be available throughout the quarter.

2. Keep a notebook, doing any paper work the exercises re-
quire and writing down your obServatibris, feelings, ex-
per;ences, and questions as you go along.

3. At the end of the course,,hand in a two -page summary of

your notebook.
4. You will also be asked to rate the quality of your par-

ticipation in the exercises.

E.: Specific directions for each exercise are distributedon dittoed
sheetS to the class; and the instructor reads' them to the class,

explaining; giving examples, and answering questions.

F. The home workshop assignments are made in the first twenty

minutes of class the first period each week. Previous
assignrrientS are discussed, questions answered, encourage!
ment offered, praise given, suggestions made, examples and

illustrations contrived as needed.

14



III. The principal outofclass assignment involving valuesclarifying
thinking are the papers:

A. A four-or five-page typewritten, double-spaced essay on "What
I Have .Learned About Marriage From My Parents-.

1. Each student is given a dittoed sheet explaining the
assignment, giving examples of the topics which might
be covered, telling the date it is due, and encouraging the
student to deal with the topic in the way that allows most
honesty and expression of feeling. (A copy of this assign-
tnent sheet is shown in Ipendix_E-1;)

2. Each student is given a di toed ratAing_form which serves
as the cover-sheet for the paper and on which the student
evaluates his/her paper and the effort that produceit. (A
copy of this rating form is shown in Appendix E-2.)

B. Weekly or bi-weekly one-page opinion papers which deal with
any topic that se,:!rns to stir the class, such as:

1. Unmarried ..-arents
2. Going out together as a "contract- the guy provides

foOd, entertainment, transportation; and the girl
provides ....

3. Marriage vows

IV. SUGGESTIONS, COMMENTS, AND
FINDINGS
I. I do not regard Psychology 235, Courtship & Marriage; as a tradi-

tional; formal lecture course,"but more as a workshop with much per:
sonal interaction and dialbgtie.

A. A course thepr- incipal subject matter of which is human rela-
tionships suggests trying to create a_ classroom atmosphere
conducive to the modeling and facilitating_ of behavior that
einpliasiZes honesty. responsiveness to needs and feelings, in-
formal and comfortable conversation, and gentiine respect fcr
differences.

B: This is helped along by anything that can be done to bring
about a sense of closeness and concern between teach and
students and between students and students, such as:

1. Readiness to regard people in a favorable light and the
clasiroom as other than an arena for the contest of adver-
saries

15



2. Ability to teel and to convey a desire to understand and to

be understood, believing that questions are good,

repeating statements is good, giving many examples is

good
3. Willingness to listen actively and deeply

4. Joy in the givend-take of enthusiastic exchange of

views and feelings

II. Features of the course Which seem to accommodate a variety of stu

dent needs are:
A: A number of different kinds of assignments and activities

B. The -applied," personally-relevant nature of the work

The relaxed, informal, friendly, tolerant atmosphere of the

classroom
D. The expectation and the Madelinig of behaviors conveying

respect for differences among people

E. The setting of assignment due-dates, but allowing them to be

negotiable in special cases

F. The arranging for oral work on tests and papers where written

work might well misrepresent what the student can do

G The conducting of the "bi_r§iness- of the course and the in-

dividual class meetings in a thoroughly Prepared, orderly, and

systematic way making assignments, giving directions, ad:

ministering and piocessing examinations, and reading and

evaluating papers
H. Providing dittoed assignment sheets and reading them over

with the class, explaining, illustrating and amplifying

I. Allowing much opportunity for oral expression

J: Repeating important directions and instructions

K. -Pacing" students through the quarter by frequently remind-

ing them of assignments and deadline§

L. Having available audiatapes of the textbook

In general. every effort is made Co Satisfy the special needs of any stu

dent as long as course standards are not impaired and other students

are not placed at a disadvantage.

A. TiliS Might well require the services of agencies such 8> the

Educational Opportunities Program and Handicapped Stqdent

ServiceS
B Whatever special requirements the student might have are

alwayS examined and addreSSed under his guidance and direc-

tion

16
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IV. Although I have serous u'Qubts about the general effectiveness of any
class with an enrol ent .41 more than 30 students, and; maybe, even

20 Where there are with exceptional needs, student evalua-
tions of the course are positive and encouraging.

A: Most students describe the course as "very informative and in-
teresting," "helpful," "fun;" "enjoyable;" and "useful...

B. Manly report that their own intimate relationships have either
improved substantially or have come to be seen, as a result of
the course; as nct worth working at any more

C. One enthusiastic student told me recently, "I've never learned
so much in such a short time I enjoyed the course, and I like
myself and the world a little better now."

V. SUMMARY
Psychology 235 (Home Economics 235), Courtship & Marriage, is a
three-credit hour general education course at C.W.U.

A. Most s'tudents in the course are freshmen and sophomores.

B. Total enrollment is usually 60-90-students per section.

II. In.class work aims at having a distinctly "workshop" with
much time given to the examination of personal experience, feelings,
obervationS, and everyday life.throoc_jh

A Question and answers
B. -Discussion
C. Valdes clarification
I). Tasks and projects

Outofciass assignments require that Students
A. Study the texthook
B. Participate iii a series of -homeworIcshop- exercises aimed at

improving intimate relationships
C. Write papers on various topics of interest, the chief of which is

a four-page essay on -What I Have Learned About Marriage
from My Parents-

. _

IV. Personal contact is encouraged between the students and the instruc-
tor.

A. Problems and special needs are identified, and

B. Whatever special help is required for success in the course is
arranged between student and instructor.



V. Some Specific suggestions are made as to how the instrUctor tries to.

help everyone. including himself, learn and succeed in the course.

EJ
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APPENDIX
Criterion and Behavioral Checklist for Adults with
Specific Learning Diabilitie

1. Short attention span.

2. Re§tleneSs.

3. Distractability. (The student seems especially sensitive to sounds or

visual stimuli and has difficulty ignoring them while studying.)

4. Poor motor coordination: (This may be seen as clumsiness.)

5. Impulsivity. (Re,;ponding without thinking.)

6. Perseveration. (The student tends to do or say things over and over
MechaniSm that says "finished- .does not work well.)

7. Handwriting is poor. (Letters will not be well formed, spacing be-

tween words and letters will be inconsistent, writing will have an ex-

treme up or down slant on unlined page.)

8. Spelling is consistently inconsistent.

9. Inaccurate copying. (The student has difficulty copying things from

the chalkboard and from textbooks; for instance, math problemS

may be off by one or two numbers that have been copied incorrectly

or out 3: sequence.)

10. Can express self well orally but fails badly when doing so in writing.

In a few cases the reverse is true.

II. Frequently misunderstands what someone is Saying. (For instance;

a student may say, -What?-, and then may or may not answer ap-

propriately before someone has a chance to repeat what was said

previously.)

12 Marked discrepancy between what student is able to understand

when listening or reading.

13. Has trouble with variant word meanings and figurative language.

14: Has problems structuring (organizing) time - The :,i son is fre-_

quently late to class and appointments; seems to have no *sense of

how long a -few minuteS- is opposed to an hour: has trouble pacing

self during tests.
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15 Has problernS striii.iiiring (organizing) space 1 he student may
haVe difficulty concentrating on work yvhcli in a large, open area
even when it's quiet; may over or under-leach when hying to put
something on a shelf (depth 4fteption)

Ib. flas difficulty, spacing an assignment on d page, e.g math problems
are-trowced together.

,,i,

17. ThoughiS - ideas wander and/or incomplete in spoken and writ-
ten,language. Student may als \ have difficulty sequencing ideas.

18 Si:hinds A student's hearing acuity may be excellent, but when his
brain processes the sounds used in `words, the sequence of sounds
may be out of Order: e.g.. the student hears ''aminal- instead of
"anirtial- and may say and/or write- the "aminal.-

19 Visual selectivity -- May have 20/20 vision but when brain processes
visual information, e.g., pictures, graphs, words, numbers; student
may be unable to focus visual attention selectively: in other words,
everything from a flyspeck to a key word in a title has equal claim
on attention:

20. Word Teti ieval problems the student haS diqiculty recalling words

tha: have been learned.

21. MiStiiicierstancis non verbal information, such as facial expressions
or gestures.

22. Very slow worker but may be extreniely accurate.

23. Very faSt * orker but makes many errors and tends to leave out

24. ViSual images -- Has 20/20 vision but may see things out of se-
quence; e.g., "frist" for "fir-St,- "961- for "691.- Or a student may

see words or letters as if they are turned around or Upside down:

e.g., "cug" for "cup,- or -dub- for "bud,- or -9- for "L" for "7," etc.

25. Maf,;es literal interpretations. You will have to have them give you
feedback on verbal directionS, eft.

26. Judges hooks by their thickness because of fruSfration when learn-
ing to react

27. HaS mi=ca dominance: e.g., studen' may be right handed and left

eyed:
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28. moii,iiiivss c 7rn k frustrdtion.

29 Cannbt look people in the eyes and feels uncoml. ;table when talk-
ing to others.

.i0 IIJS trouble answering yes or no to questions.

StudentS With specific learning disabilities Which affect their perfor-

mance in math generally fall into two groups:

1
Those students whoSe language processing ( input and output)
and or leading abilities are impaired. These Students will have
great difficulty doing word 7)rciblems; however; if the problems
are react to them, they Will be able to do them.

2. Those students whose abilitieS necessary to do quantitative think:

ing are impaired. These students often have one or more pro-
blems such as the following:

A. Difficulty in visual spatial organization and in integrating non-
verbal material. For example, a student with this kind of problem
will have trouble estimating distances; distinguishing differences in

amounts. sizes, shapes; and lengths. Student May_also have trouble
looking at groups of objects and telling what contains the greater
amount. This student frequently has trouble organizing and Sequen-
cing material meaningfully on a page.

B. Difficulty in integrating kinesthetic processes. For example, a stu-
dent Will be inaccurate in copying problems from a textbook or
chalkboard onto a piece of paper, The numbers may be out of se:
quence or the Wrong numbers (e.g., copying '6" for 5").__Problems

may be out of alignment on the paper. Graph paper is a must for

them

C Difficulty in visually proceSSing information. Numbers will be
misperceived: "6" and "9,- -3 and "8- and "9' are often confused.
The Student may also have trouble reviSualiling. i.e calling up the
visual memory of what a number looks like or how a problem
should be laid out on a page:

Poor sense of time and direction. Usually; students in the second
group have the auditory and/or kinesethic as their strongest
ing channels. They need to use Manipulative materials, accom-
panied by oral explanations from the instructor. They often need to
hc.e many experiences with concrete materials before they can
mo\.e on successfully to the abstra,:t and symbolic level of numbers.

l +.61 All Clycle,Snydr-r
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APPENDIX
SUGGESTIONS: For a good discussion Listen without interrupting.
Help each person say what he/she wants to say. Try not to dominate the
group. Encourag,f everyone to take part. Do not condemn orjudge or tab&
persons for their opinions. Try to understand.

DIRECTIONS:
1: Learn the names of the people in the group.
2. Choose a question from this list you would like the group to

discuss:
3. Listen actively.
4. If there is time, choose another question & discuss it.

5. Be as thoughtfully honest as you can in sharing & in listening.

6. Please fill out the GROUP REPORT sheet at the end of the ses-
sion and hand it to the instructor.

ITEMS
1. Often guys won't date a girl- they already know a little until

they've found out much more about her from other people.
Why do guys do this?

2: My girl friend's boy friend haS made passes at me 6 at my
roommate. My girl friend doesn't know about it. The guy has
a -love-ern-and-leave-ern- reputation. Should I tell my girl
friend what's going 'on?

3. HoW realistic is it to try to carry on a long-distance- rela-
tionship? (I love my boy friend, but he's there, and I'm here:
We're free to date people we're around, and I'm kind of get-
ting attached to one of them.)

4. After dating for three Weeks, I'd like a sexual relationship
with my girl friend, but she refuses. Should I continue to go
out with her?

5. When dating-someone on a steady basis, should you try to
keep relationships with your other friends:at the same level
as before?

6 When is it right to begin having a sexual relationShip with
someone? Who shall ' rely on to tell me?

7. Is it possible to be ju. Ids with someone with whom
you've once had a deepe, Fiore special relationship? If so,
how?
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8. 'Don t get involved with nier' This is from a guy who is do

Mg all the right things to make me think he really DOES

want to get involved. What is going on here?

9. If you're asked out on a date 6 the person shows up drunk,

what should you do?
10. I often feel guys are inspecting me as if I were a piece of

meat. Why do guys do that?

11. What do you do when your parents & your friends don't like
the person you're dating?

12. why is going out when you're in college more oriented to
sex than it was in high school?

13. I'd like very much to continue going out with Josh but just
keep things on a friendship basis no romantic, heavy

-

stuff. HoW can I do this?
14. Wl?at can I do with a guy who is very good looking,

courteous, a lot of fun to be with but who never does
anything more than hold hands? (I've been going with him
for six months.)

15 i've had one date with Tom and really enjoyed his company.
How can I make sure he will invite me to go out again?

16. What is the best way to say NO to (a) a request for a date,

(b) a request for a kiss, (c) a request for sex?

17. D,ive spent a lot of money on our first date. I'm wondering _

now what Dave has a right to expect from me. Another date?

Sex? Reimbursement?
18. Nu do guys ri_''ai/yfeel about girls asking them for a date?

Paying for food & entertainment?

WOD I0!i418I
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APPENDIX B-2
o ,TO

la

GROUP REPORT
_.

'---

_c
'..)

LI
0.1

_, .=
-0 46
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cu 0.). I'- ru
...,

-c a ,t) 0 ... 10 L.'

Group Number ai ci,) .= c ad 2, a.) a6 a
E _c
o >., jzCli"

'-) ..0 E I.'
Date of Task c - 76 ,-3

a) cv 7:3 a. Al
_o E a) - _,,_ 0 ca.

cv ris vi Z, o x>, a.)a_
v. E li tz:nin ,

c..!. c ii-) W-3 9 o a) E -a = a
_. 4E' 6 (7,-

v) _c,_ CIJ C

st) V ,... 1) c E _-_-._ 3-on- _c-
0 = t:3 a 173 = , 1, to

a) a u 0._ Li ti 0 r0 >..C.: 0 re -c)
Lijmi o ,-- a.)i- (...) LU 76 0 _c '.) ,t,

MEMBERS OF THE GROUP:

3

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10

DIRECTIONS:_ Each person in the group is to rate this group
items listed in the upperright section of this sheet. Using
choose the numeral thai expresSeS your rating of the group:

1 Very low, or very little
2 = Low. or little
3 = Medium, Or sbri-10
4 = High, or much
5 = Very high, or very much

on the five
this scale,

Please help your -group recorder write a brief summary on the back of this
Sheet about what the group discussed and what conclusion§ were draWn.

WOD 10/23/81
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APPENDIX C
SYLLABUS

INS l k(IC 1OR Owen Dugrnore Office: Counseling Center
OE f ICE HOURS By appointment P. Hie: 3-1391

)E3.11. C FIVES

I Ol'IC±-;

CI, ASS
FORMAT

IE .`_.; S

1 o examine some of the realities- about affectual rela-
tionships between men and women before and during

marriage.
To develop, within the framework of humanistic
psychology, a constructive way of looking at important
personal relationships and of living them:

Week Topic

I. Love, romantic & other
Man-woman relationships

II. Sex roleS
Social-class variations

III Dating
Non-marital sex

V. Sexual anatomy & physiology
V. Mid- quarter examination

(Objective format; 70 items)

VI. Selecting a marriage partner
Alternatives to marriage

VII. Marriage as a rite of passage
InteraCtion in marriage:

Roles & conflict
VIII. Interaction in marriage:

Sex
Interaction in marriage:

Parents E children

IX. Marriage dissolution
The future of 'marriage

X. Final examination
(Objective format, 80 itemS._
covering material since midquarter)

Cldss discussion, small-group discuSSion, films; panels,
guest speakers. role-playing, interactive lectures

Weekly, or bi-weekly, tests of reading preparation
Mid:guarter and final examinations (as described above)
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ASSIGNMENTS Participation in "Improving a Relationship A Home
Workshop-

FINAL GRADE

TEXTBOOK

OPTIONAL

Occasional papers on assigned topics
A four o'r five-page paper on:
"What I Have Learned About Marriage from My Parents-

Attendance-participation-completion of
assignments = 1/3
Performance on tests = 2/3

Courtship & Marriasge in America
by Hoult, Henze & Hudson

Participation in a quarter-long small group outside
regular class time aiming at improving- interpersonal
relatioriShipS through improving communications
skills, awareness of feelings; assertiveness, honesty,
and interpersonal effectiveness.
Participation as volunteer client in the counselor-
training program in the Psychology Department:
Participation as subject in master's thesis studies in the
Psychology Department.

APPENDIX D
Psychology 235 Chapters 1 6 2 Objectives

After reading Chapter 1, students shciuld be able to:

1. Understand that !bye is a relatively new phenomenon having little to
do with marriage in most societies.

2. Identify the positive functions of romantic love:
3: Name three factors most often mentioned in serious discussions of

love.
zr.- Differentiate between Rollo Mays five varieties of love.
5. Tell why romantic love is a paradox.
6 Discuss the five Myths associated-with love:
7: Comprehend what is meant by triple melting pot.

. Indicate the two major sources of the "need for 1-6;e". belief.

9. SketCh briefly the historicaldevelopment of romantic ideals.

10. Describe the relatibriShip between self acceptance and love.
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I I. DiscuSS the_ implications of individualism for- love, marriage, & the

social order:
1.2. Identify the five institutionalized patterns controlling love relation-

ships:
13. Grasp the classic conflict between sex,& love and its implications

for societies:
14. Appreciate the advantages of separating sex and love:

15: Sketch briefly the trends in romantic love.

After reading Chapter 2, students should be able to:

1: Identify the functional pre-requisites necessary for group survival:

2. Define courtship and mat riage.

3. Under Stand what is meant by patriarchy and its historical relevance

to the family.
4. Compare and contrast the Hebrew, Greek, Roman; Christian, and

American families.
5. Understand the significance of the Israelite family:

6. Appreciate- the special and changing role of women in the Hebrew,
Roman Christian, and American families:

7. Gra Sp the idea of mate selection as a business transaction:

8: Understand the importance of the paler familias in the Roman fami-

ly.
9: Grasp the meaning of the Christian family.

10. Describe how the colonial family's emphasis on duty E, work in-

fluenced both the nature & timing of marriage.

11. Tell why the Puritans are described aF a lusty lot.

12. Explain why Calvinistic restrictions on courting and sexual I.:tivity
did not survive.

13. Sketch briefly the impact of technology on the family:

14. Appreciate history's impact on the modem family.

15 Recognize the implications of a husband's economic dependence
on his wife's dowry.

After reading Chapter 3, students should he able to:

i. Understand the nature-nurture argument.
2. Differentiate betWeen sex -roles E.-, sexuality.

3. Understand the importance of early experience on lifetime sexual
orientation.

4 Stale the importance of the behavioristic principle:

5. Describe hOW Sex-role preparation begins at birth.
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Identify Miceice fundartiental -conditions for a film heterosexual
Orientation.

7. Distinguish-between hbrnbSeki.ial, bisexual, transexuaL and asexual.

8 Define cultural continuity and cultural discontinuity.
9. Fell why cultural discontinuity is deleterious.

10. Briefly sketch the changing roles of women 6 of men.

11. Differentiate between -roles played 6 rbles expected.
2. Understand how roles played 6 roles expected SyrribbWe a fun-

damental requirement for marital happiness.

After reading Chapter 4, students should be able to:

I: Understand the importance of the differences between sub-
societies.
State the importance of Social stratification for sub-societal
uniqueness.
Distinguish between caste & class.
Briefly sketch American class stratification.
De Scribe the important characteristics of the lower, middle 6 upper
Classes.
DiSCOSS the impact of class on courtship 6 marriage practices such
as dating 6 divorce.
Discuss. using Kornarovsky's study, the differenceS betWeen Middle
C lower class couples._

h. Explain how differences between classes give rise to stereotypes.

After reading Chapter 5, students should be able to:

1. Define dating.
2. Tell why dating is a recent instituton or social invention.

3: See how industrialization helped give rise to dating:_.

4. Briefly discuss dating (or lack of dating) in other cultures,

5. Understand what is meant by the rating 6 cLdiny complex.

6. Describe middle-class dating.
7. See how the principle of least interest applies to dating.

8. Describe how new dating patterns in the 1960's tended to under-
mine traditional sex roles.

9. Demonstrate that dating is an embryonic institution..
10. Discuss the five main types of dating.
11. List the three S's of steady dating.
12. Discuss the positive and negative functions of dating.

13. Describe the impact of stratification on dating control.
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After reading Chapter 6, students should be able to:

1. BrieflY sketch the development of Western sexual attitudes:

2. State the importance of tHe two major & contradictory ideas

charatteristic of Western SektiaI attitudes.

3. Identify the roots of Western asceticism.

4. Describe Puritan attitudes toward sex.

5. Describe who( is meant by Western sexuality.

6: Compare contemporary sexual attitudes to those in the past.

7. Understand what is meant by "permissiveness with affection."

8. Discuss the importanCe of the relation betWeen a revolution in at

titudes £ changes in behavior.

0. Compare E, contrast the results of studieS On nonmarital sexual

behavior.
10. Explain the -petting compromise."

11. Briefly describe the casual Orientation towards sex.

12: Discuss the liberal-romantic vs. the radical-recreational sex ethic of

contemporary youth.

After reading Chapter 7: students Should be able to:

I. Briefly describe the male & female sexual anatomy.

2: Understand the two myths about penis size:

3. Describe the proceSS of spermatogenesis.

4. DeStribe the menstrual cycle & menopause,

5: Give an example of how sexual response is a function of the cir-

cuitiStances 6 the individual'S definition of the situation:

b. State the importance of the 4insey studies:

7. Brefly describe the four stages of the physiology of the human sex-

ual
8. Understand the vaginal vs: clitoral orgasm controversy.

9. Understand the possible -role of aphrodisiaCS and anaphrodisiacs in

sexual arousal & response.

10. Describe the symptorriS of some possible sexual problems.

11. List the three basic ways_that conception can be controlled.

12. Understand why- rhythm and coitus interruptus are such unreliable

meariS of birth control.

14: Descripe the various means of sterilization.

15. Distinguish between abortion 6 miscarriage.

16. Appreciate the potential hattri Of abortifacients.
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17. Name the various methods of abortion.

18. KnoW the Supreme Court decision on abortion.

From: Hoult, Henze 6 Hudson's Instructor's Manual

WOD 04/07/80

APPENDIX E-1
Psychology 235 Winter 1981
Term Paper

Write a good, personaltyimportant, four-page paper (typewritten, double,
spaced) on the subject, "WHAT I HAVE LEARNED ABOUT MARRIAGE
FROM MY PARENTS."
Such learning, of course, would come from your own observations, im-
pressions, and conclusions as wuli as from specific things your parents
might have said about marriage.

Some general topics you might consider in your paper:

Mate Selection
Complementary needs
Difference§ (age, education,

rate, religion)
Hetetogamy

Entering marriage
Engagement
Wedding
Honeymoon

Marital Adjustment
Communication
Companionship
Decision making
Expectations & satisfactions
Love, Jealousy; Sex

Masculine & Feminine Roles
Authority
Parenthood
Home-making
Sex roles

Combining Work 6 Marriage

FaMily Planning

Marital Conflicts
Areas of disagreement
Means of resolving conflicts

Y u may choose to write about any or all of the topics listed here, but
remember theSe are suggested topics only. There are veryl;kely others of

equal importante.

YOU MAY ADD ANY ADDITIONAL_TOP1C$ YOU WISH. YOU MAY ALSO
REVISE, OR EVEN DIFCARD, THE OUTLINE GIVEN HERE:
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Ihe purpoS'e of the assignment is not so much to describe your parents'

marriage as it is to get you to think honestly; deeply, and intelligently
about what it means to be married and what you think you have learned

about niarriage from your parents.

z This paper Will be due on Friday_February 27, and Will be returned to you

no later than Tuesday, March 17 (the day of our final examination).

WOD 01/23/81

APPENDIX E-2
NAME
TITLE OF PAPER

DATE

DIRECTICNS: Please rate Our paper by marking the appropriate square:

This paper is well-planned
& well organi-zed

2. This paper kept my,interest
while I was planning b writing
it.

3. I was highly motivated to
write this paper.

4. I-put much thought into this
paper.

5. I have been honest in saying
what I really think & feel.

6. This paper is satisfying to me.

7. I-judge th.. over-all quality
of this paper to be:

VERN

;. ,OOD

11)

1 Li F-7

[ 1

;if

HI Li

Hi Li Li

COMMENT: (Sly something about the main naluc of this paper to you

its positive_feature; its main negative feature, and any other
thbiigi.:s or feelings you might have about it.)

WOD 11(06/8 1
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APPENDIX F
Psychology 2_35
Journal Summary ImploYing Relationships (Home Workshop)

DIREC (IONS: Please inclicte thedeVel Of (a) your performance and (b)
your learning by marking the appropriate place of the scale. (If you had

no partner with whom to do the exercises, pleaSe skip Sections I l II:)

YtHY
MUCH MUCHI. NoNI [II 11I Song

A
I did the exercises

2 the quality of my of tort
in doing the exercises

3. I kept a journal

The quality of my effort
in keeping the journal

I he degree of my ictotiya6on
in the whole workshop

6 The amount of my total effort

SEC I ION II

learned about inysell

d. I learned about my partner

3 I think our relationship
1111pf OVed

I dIT1 likely to Continue SOITle
Of the exercises

jrI g_r!neral. I think it was a
worthwhile experience

Ni/NI III Iii
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SEC HON III

DIRECTIONS: Please write a summary of what you did with the exercises.

Say something about what happened, how you feel about it, what you

learned, what seemed to work, what value these exercises might have for

the future (If you need additional space, please attach another page.)

WOD 1 1/13181
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